Our coffee in Florence since 1939

Florence excellence
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OUR ORIGINS

Our coffee in Florence since 1939

“E come ‘l volger del ciel della luna
cuopre e discuopre i liti sanza posa,
cosí fa di Fiorenza la Fortuna.”
Dante Alighieri
(Paradiso XVI 79 - 84)

Florence: a c apital
o f e xc e l l e n c e .

Florence confirms its important
role in the development of
culture and art thanks to its
history, its art masterpieces and
its monuments: Brunelleschi’s
Dome, Michelangelo’s David,
Uffizi Gallery, Palazzo Pitti, the
colored marbles of its churches
and its ancient and suggestive
Ponte Vecchio.
It was dubbed as “the cradle
of the Renaissance” and it was
a cultural reference point for

Tuscany, Italy and all over the
world since the 14th century.
Today Florence preserves its
history while leaving its own
charm unchanged. It represents
an ambassador of Italian
excellence, not only in the
historical-cultural field, but also
in other sectors. We are talking
about craftsmanship, leather
goods, gold jewellery, cooking
and also coffee roasting.
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OUR COFFEE IN FLORENCE

Our coffee in Florence since 1939

An indissoluble bond
since 1939.

Dinicaffè history has always been indissolubly intertwined with Florence.
Our company has grown and quickly expanded, always maintaining a solid and
unchanged relationship with the territory since 1939 up to now.
But that’s not all. Dinicaffè has become an ambassador of history and culture of the city,
combining this story with the description of all its products characterized by coffees
from all over the world.
The pictograms on our single-origin coffees, on blends and on all artisanal and highquality products signed by Dinicaffè are inspired by the famous geometric symbols of
churches and marble inlays of the floors and also by the Dome of Santa Maria del Fiore.
This was a tribute to Florentine excellence and art, but also a way to state that Dinicaffè
can be proudly considered “our coffee in Florence since 1939 “.
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OUR HISTORY

Our coffee in Florence since 1939

A coffee origins journey that dates
back to more than 80 years ago.

1939

1966

1980 - 1996

2010 - up to now

Dinicaffè was founded in
Florence thanks to an idea of
Alberto Dini who decided to
transform his great passion for
coffee into something bigger,
after his ten years’ experience
concerning colonial products.
He created his coffee roastery in
the historic centre of Florence
to exalt both craftsmanship and
the quality products without
forgetting about the strong
relationship with the territory and
the city.

Dinicaffè activity continues
and grows over the years by
producing high quality coffee
that became popular thanks to its
taste and aroma. In 1966 Alberto
Dini transformed an old furnace
located in Via Bastioni into the
the new and current Dinicaffè
location in Florence, after a
terrible flood that completely
destroyed both the city and the
old location.

Dinicaffè pathway to excellence
continued through the ‘80s when
Alberto’s daughters, Elisabetta
and Laura took the lead of the
company. In 1996 they founded
CSC, a Certified Specialty Coffee
Association together with
some Italian coffee roasters: an
organization created to protect
the quality of coffee and its full
traceability from the plantation
into the cup.

Dinicaffè corporate values
depend on Elisabetta’s daughters,
Serena and Benedetta who
have grown up sharing their
passion for coffee that passed
down through three generations.
Dinicaffè has never changed its
nature, its values and its city and
it produces day by day a superior
quality coffee, a Florence
excellence.
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82
years of
history

100.000
kg of coffee
sold per
year
OUR COMPANY
TO DAY

15
million cups of
coffee drunk

300
customers
c u r r e n t ly s e r v e d

Our coffee in Florence since 1939

Benedetta and Serena Nobili: Dinicaffè
present and future.

Serena

Benedetta

She was born in Florence in 1981 and she graduated at IED Milan European
Institute of Design.
She joined the family company in 2010 in order to manage and define
Dinicaffè image and communication. She started learning “tips and tricks”
and she became more and more passionate about the world of coffee.
Together with her sister Benedetta, she has travelled and visited the Coffee
Bean Belt in order to discover the places and the companies where coffee
has its own origins: Honduras, India, Brazil, Guatemala, Costa Rica and
Ethiopia. In 2019 she received “The Arabica Q-grader” title (coffee taster),
a special certification in order to better know and understand every single
aspect of coffee, from the plantation into the cup.

She was born in 1984 and she graduated in Management Engineering at
University of Bologna. After having a short experience at Cafè Saula, a coffee
roastery in Barcelona, she joined Dinicaffè company in 2010 supporting her
aunt, Laura Dini. In 2011 she left the company in order to explore strategic
themes linked to the coffee business and she pursued a Master in Ho.Re.Ca
Trade Management at University of Parma. When she joined the company
again in 2012, she started taking some positions linked to her background,
such as finance, management control, production and logistics. In 2018 her
aunt unfortunately died and she began to manage her business together with
her sister Serena enhancing the values of excellence and quality that have
characterized Dinicaffè during its 80-year history.
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VISION, MISSION
A N D VA L U E S
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Searching for excellence,
from the Equator into your coffee cup.

Dinicaffè offers a unique mix of flavours, fragrances and textures: its coffee
bean is not only a fruit of a coffee plant, but it is also a result of a careful
and strict process that initially takes place on the other side of the world
and ends at Dinicaffè coffee roastery in Florence.
Dinicaffè coffee searching for excellence starts from the so-called Coffee
Bean Belt, the equatorial area that lies between the Tropic of Cancer and
the Tropic of Capricorn where the main coffee plantations of the world are
grown. Here Dinicaffè selects its single-origin coffee preferring Arabica
quality blends with their precious and aromatic texture and selecting only

the ripe cherries. After the drying process by using only natural methods this
journey ends in Florence, where the next phases such as blending, roasting
and packaging take place; all of them are well organized with attention to
every detail in order to guarantee a high-quality coffee.
Dinicaffè brand can be recognized especially thanks to its blends that have
been studied and created according to the tradition and then passed down
through generations to create an aromatic, tasty and intense coffee.
An excellent coffee.
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Our ambition is to be a
reference point for the
coffee culture.

Tasting Dinicaffè represents a unique moment:
an aromatic, tasty and intense coffee produced
thanks to a careful selection of beans, a research
for the best blends and a strict processing
method.

Our coffee in Florence since 1939

The following 4 values characterize

our work every day.

A constant research for excellence
Our high-quality coffee is produced
thanks to our aim to find the best
union between new challenges and
innovative solutions and to improve
ourselves day by day in order to
achieve excellence

Attention to detail
Every single coffee bean is carefully
selected from the plantation to the
packaging, our aim is to
reach perfection and beauty in
every single detail.

Our roots
Before considering Dinicaffè as
“the coffee of Florence”, we are
an Italian company that has
inherited an important experience
thanks to its solid roots that guide
us in our work still today.

All our expertise
According to us, coffee is not
simply coffee because there is a
story behind every cup, a thousandmile journey and a careful and
meticulous work of qualified
professionals. According to us,
coffee is something serious.
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OUR COFFEE

Our coffee in Florence since 1939

fresh roasting
stage, single
plantation
roasting process
and air-cooling
phase.
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The following 3 process methods can be considered our own
strengths to produce an excellent coffee.

Dinicaffè coffee is always fresh roasted.
When the customer requires it, our coffee is
roasted on the spot, cooled, left to rest and then
packaged in special packs equipped with a
stay-fresh valve, in order to best preserve its
aroma.

Dinicaffè promotes a single plantation roasting
process, this means that there are different
roasting processes concerning each different
type of coffee. Even if this process is considered
more expensive in terms of costs and times, it
is used in order to balance and control every
single product by enhancing its aroma as much
as possible.

Once roasted, Dinicaffè coffee undergoes an
air-cooling phase.
Unlike the water-cooling process where coffee
beans absorb water and increase in volume, here
they cool down without increasing their weight
on the scale, thanks to the air-cooling method.

Our coffee in Florence since 1939

CSC: the association that preserves
the excellence of coffee.

Dinicaffè is a founding member of CSC - Certified Specialty Coffee an association founded in 1996 that applies strict control procedures
to the entire coffee production process in order to guarantee high-quality
products. Dinicaffè verifies the effective conditions of the coffee plantations
with the best requirements, according to the values of quality and
excellence certified by the CSC. Dinicaffè monitors the coffee process
in the coffee roasting, every single bean must comply with the quality
standards. The CSC guarantee sticker is assigned to each pack in order
to certify a special coffee, after having passed every single check and
verified the total traceability of coffee from the plantation into the cup.
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OUR BLENDS

The blends of tradition
Our blend line is produced thanks to the
work of three generations and is inspired by
the city of Florence and by the symbols of
its churches. A selection of the best varieties
of Arabica and Robusta in order to define
their own personality by balancing aroma,
intensity and body.

Our coffee in Florence since 1939

ELLE

CSC® CERTIFIED BLEND
A precious and certified blend,
100% Arabica with delicate citrus
notes, floral aromas and a sweet
aftertaste.

Available in packs of:
1000 g whole beans
250 g ground/ beans

El Salvador - Finca San Luis
Etiopia – Bagersh Corona
Brasile – Fazenda Capoeirinha
Guatemala – Finca El Hato Blue
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GRAN BAR

CSC® CERTIFIED BLEND
A balanced and sweet blend
with pleasant notes of dried fruit,
dark chocolate and a persistent
aftertaste.

Disponibile in confezioni da:
1000 g whole beans
250 g ground/ beans

Brasile – Fazenda Capoeirinha
Guatemala – Finca El Hato Blue
El Salvador – Finca San Luis
India – Manamboli Corona Estate

Our coffee in Florence since 1939

TIPO BAR
A blend with a balanced taste and
notes of spices and biscuit.
Good body and a strong taste
intensity.

Disponibile in confezioni da:
1000 g whole beans
250 g ground/ beans

Indonesia
Guatemala
Brasile
India
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MOKA BAR
An intense and full-bodied blend,
with notes of hazelnut.
Good aromatic complexity and a
persistent aftertaste.

Available in packs of:
1000 g whole beans
250 g ground/ beans

Guatemala
Brazil
India
Indonesia

Our coffee in Florence since 1939

ARGENTO PURO
A blend with a strong taste, low
acidity, a round body with cocoa
notes and a long aftertaste.

Brazil
Guatemala
India

Available in packs of:
1000 g whole beans
250 g ground/ beans

Indonesia
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AUTENTICA
A blend with an intense flavour, a
particular and complex aromatic
texture, notes of dried fruit and a
persistent aftertaste.
Perfect to be brewed in a moka
pot.

Available in packs of:
1000 g whole beans
250 g ground/ beans

Brazil
India
Indonesia
Guatemala

Our coffee in Florence since 1939

NATURAL
DECAFFEINATED
COFFEE
100% Arabica coffee blend
produced thanks to a natural
washing processing method
without using any chemical
solvent.

Available in packs of:
1000 g whole beans
250 g ground/ beans
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MONO -PL ANTATION COFFEE

Certified excellences
Dinicaffè Mono-Plantation specialty
coffees: a selection of the best specialty
coffees from the best origins. All our
products are guarantee and CSC quality
certified.

Our coffee in Florence since 1939

GUATEMALA
El Hato Blue
CSC CERTIFIED
MONO-PLANTATION COFFEE
A coffee characterized by almond,
blueberry and milk chocolate
notes.

Available in packs of:
1000 g whole beans
250 g ground/ beans

Provenance Coffee
Company

Finca El Hato Blue,
Santa Rosa, Guatemala

Altitude

1200/1450 metres

Drying method

Sundried

Processing method

Washed

Variety

Caturra, Bourbon,
Catuaì, El Hato
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EL SALVADOR
Quorum San Luis
CSC CERTIFIED
MONO-PLANTATION COFFEE
Citrus, ripe fruit and cocoa notes
come together in mono-plantation
coffee with a unique aroma.

Available in packs of:
1000 g whole beans
250 g ground/ beans

Provenance Coffee Finca San Luis,
Company
La Libertad, El Salvador
Altitude

1300/1500 metres

Drying method

Sundried

Processing method Washed
Variety

Pacamara, Bourbon,
Sampacho
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ETHIOPIA
Sidamo Corona Cmi
CSC CERTIFIED MONO-PLANTATION
COFFEE
A unique Ethiopia coffee with an
intense aroma and citrus, honey
and jasmine notes.

Available in packs of:
1000 g whole beans
250 g ground/ beans

Provenance Coffee Bagersh Corona Cmi,
Company
Sidamo, Ethiopia
Altitude

1700/2000 metres

Drying method

Sundried

Processing method Washed
Variety

Typica
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SINGLE COFFEE PORTIONS

A single coffee portion rich in taste.
Dinicaffè classic and decaffeinated
single-dose capsules are compatible with
Nespresso home coffee machine and
Lavazza Espresso Point System (FAP), with
blend of roasted and ground selected
coffee.

Our coffee in Florence since 1939
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2,5 cm
100% compostable
100% Compostable packaging

3,7 cm

ESPRESSIONE
CLASSIC
Single-dose Capsules – 100%
compostable, compatible with
Nespresso home coffee machine.
A blend of selected coffee with a
balanced acidity, with fresh fruit
and dark chocolate notes.
100% Compostable packaging.
Aroma

Available in:
15 Single-dose Capsules

Intensity
Body

Our coffee in Florence since 1939

2,5 cm
100% compostable
100% Compostable packaging

3,7 cm

ESPRESSIONE
DECAFFEINATED
100% Arabica blend with a sweet
and balanced taste. Water Decaf
without adding any chemical
solvents. Single-dose Capsules –
100% compostable, compatible
with Nespresso home coffee
machine. 100% Compostable
packaging.
Aroma

Available in:
15 Single-dose Capsules

Intensity
Body
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1,5 cm

4 cm

CLASSIC FAP
CAPSULES
Classic FAP Capsules are
compatible with Lavazza Espresso
Point System (FAP). A blend of
selected coffee with a balanced
acidity, with fresh fruit and dark
chocolate notes.
Aroma

Available in:
Pack of 100 Capsules

Intensity
Body

Our coffee in Florence since 1939

1,5 cm

4 cm

DECAFFEINATED
FAP CAPSULES
100% Arabica blend Capsules
with a sweet and balanced taste.
Water Decaf without adding any
chemical solvents. Decaffeinated
FAP Capsules are compatible with
Lavazza Espresso Point System
(FAP).
Aroma

Available in:
Pack of 50 Capsules

Intensity
Body
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merchandising
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The history of Florence into
the cup: gift boxes and Dinicaffè
merchandising.

Accessories, gift boxes, Dinicaffè branded coffee
cups and glasses as a symbol of our company
and of the city of Florence.
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Florence Coffee
Box

Florence
Cappuccino Box

Elegant gift box including 2 coffee
cups with Florence skyline screen
printing (random among 6 available
colours) and vacuum-packed 250 g
“Autentica”ground coffee blend.

Elegant gift box including 2
cappuccino cups with Florence
skyline screen printing (random
among 6 available colours)
and vacuum-packed 250 g
“Autentica”ground coffee blend.

GoodMorning
Kit single size

GoodMorning
Kit family size

Elegant gift box including 1 Bialetti
Moka Express - 1 cup and vacuumpacked 250 g “Autentica”ground
coffee blend.

Elegant gift box including 1 Bialetti
Moka Express - 3 cups and vacuumpacked 250 g “Autentica”ground
coffee blend.

Our coffee in Florence since 1939

Coffee
Tamper

Sugar Packet
Holder

58mm steel coffee tamper with
black handle.

Dinicaffè countertop sugar packet
holder, black, made of plastic.

Milk Jugs

Apron

White steel 33cl and 50cl milk jugs
with a non-stick coating and with
Dinicaffè printed logo.

Dinicaffè short apron with pockets,
black, made of fabric.

Napkin Holder
Table napkin holder, black, made
of plastic with 2000 disposable
white paper napkins with Dinicaffè
printed logo.
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Follow us on

alab.agency

www.facebook.com/DiniCaffe
www.instagram.com/dinicaffe

Dini Caffè
Via dei Bastioni n. 38/40
50125 Firenze
P. iva 01645260488
T. +39 055 6812785
F. +39 055 6812302

info@dinicaffe.it
www.dinicaffe.it

